
Dive into Humanity: Book Releases by Author
Ollie Marshall-Rico

Books by Ollie Marshall-Rico

Author Ollie Marshall-Rico unveils

compelling books that delve into the

depths of societal issues, human

experiences, and personal growth.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, April 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- From

introspective poetry to poignant

reflections on justice and spirituality,

Marshall-Rico's releases promise to

captivate readers with their raw

emotion and thought-provoking

narratives. 

"Equality, Injustice or What?" published on November 21, 2022 confronts pressing issues of

praises the author’s work

for its compelling blend of

non-fiction, spirituality, and

relationship studies”

Pacific Book Review

systemic injustice and police brutality. Drawing from real-

life tragedies and personal experiences, Marshall-Rico

sheds light on the injustices faced by marginalized

communities. With unwavering honesty, she challenges

readers to confront uncomfortable truths about power

structures and societal responsibilities. This book is a call

to action for accountability and reform in the pursuit of

true equality and has garnered praise from Pacific Book

Review. Gabriella Harrison says that this book provides a thorough examination of law

enforcement in America, presenting both positive and negative aspects, particularly focusing on

racism's lethal consequences and offering balanced perspectives, suggestions for improvement,

and a poignant tribute to victims of police brutality, ultimately serving as a call for justice and

societal change.

Marshall-Rico's poignant memoir published on November 27, 2022, "Surviving The Stain Of

Losing My First Love," has garnered acclaim for its emotional depth and thought-provoking

insights. With a blend of spirituality and personal reflection, the author shares her intimate

journey of love, loss, and resilience. Readers are drawn into Marshall-Rico's narrative,

http://www.einpresswire.com


Author Ollie Marshall-Rico

experiencing the powerful storytelling

that underscores the author's

connection to faith and the healing

process. Pacific Book Review,

moreover, praises the author’s work

for its compelling blend of non-fiction,

spirituality, and relationship studies,

highlighting the author's personal

connection to faith as a pivotal factor

in navigating loss and capturing

readers' emotional investment.

In "Scattered Changes: Step Ladder

Changes", published February 28,

2024, Marshall-Rico delves into the

complexities of personal

transformation. Through vivid imagery

and evocative language, she explores

the tumultuous journey of self-

discovery, navigating through a sea of

emotions from happiness to sadness,

boldness to serenity. With each poem, Marshall-Rico invites readers to embark on an

introspective voyage, embracing the inherent chaos and beauty of change. Christina Avina from

Pacific Book Review expresses that in "Scattered Changes: Step Ladder Changes," author Ollie

Marshall-Rico utilizes poetry as a coping mechanism to address societal events, emphasizing the

interconnectedness of human experiences and the emotional impact of large-scale traumas,

offering a touching exploration of society's response to adversity.

With a diverse range of experiences and a passion for storytelling, Ollie Marshall-Rico's books

offer a unique blend of introspection, activism, and spirituality. Whether delving into the depths

of the human psyche or confronting pressing social issues, Marshall-Rico's writing resonates with

authenticity and empathy.

Ollie Marshall-Rico is a retired Newark Public School educator and former VISTA Volunteer with a

deep commitment to community activism. She holds degrees in Sociology, Social Studies, and

Special Education, and is a lifetime member of the NAACP. Marshall-Rico's writing reflects her

dedication to social justice and spiritual growth, inviting readers to engage with the world around

them with empathy and compassion. She also published four other books: The ABC Character

Builder, Fire in My Bones, Commander in Chief (The 44th President), and Gaza Children

Graveyard.

Marshall-Rico’s books are available for purchase on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and other leading

digital book stores worldwide. 

https://www.amazon.com/Scattered-Changes-Ollie-Marshall-Rico-ebook/dp/B0CWSBBT52?ref_=ast_author_dp&amp;dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.EGWqFo7hOgC9hpZLNlUtCPoYYc4dWUk30R1hHJlt3E6vH50hOgx2BsoHbYEUXnrgnmi0VQ0RpihoYgyyC2eGpjq7L7t05YlXnk6KEOZMfS9eKKZuaUmm0xdo8U3vmIE4.381BcHaWnq-DdHG3y8IbnTkeAKgxKihx0CxAw9RUAIY&amp;dib_tag=AUTHOR
https://www.amazon.com/stores/Ollie-Marshall-Rico/author/B0BNSQPKWR?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&amp;qid=1714155922&amp;sr=8-1&amp;isDramIntegrated=true&amp;shoppingPortalEnabled=true
https://www.amazon.com/stores/Ollie-Marshall-Rico/author/B0BNSQPKWR?ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1&amp;qid=1714155922&amp;sr=8-1&amp;isDramIntegrated=true&amp;shoppingPortalEnabled=true


About Explora Books: 

Explora Books is a publishing and marketing firm located in the bustling City of  Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada. We seek to explore literary potentials from the  global self-publishing

landscape and provide wider creative avenues to amplify their  masterpieces for the world. We

redefine creativity and innovation. We set new industry  standards.

Diosdado Aba, Jr.

Explora Books Ltd
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